Host AGM_Sergio says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Artemis 10011.10>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Host AGM_Sergio says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Artemis 10011.10>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Host AGM_Erryn (Erryn@host.acalltoduty.net) has left the conversation.
Host CO_Ross says:
::sits back in his chair wathcing his First Office take the conn going into space dock::
SO_Katie says:
::enters the TL:: Computer:Bridge
CNS_Farrel says:
::enters the bridge, with a cup of tea in one hand, and a PADD in the other::
CEO_Russel says:
::Enters TL.::  TL: Deck 6.
EO_Woo says:
::performs routine maintenance checks::
SO_Katie says:
::as the TL brings her to the bridge and the doors open. She exits and heads for Science two::
SO_Katie says:
CSO: Everything ready for our guest?
CEO_Russel says:
::Exits TL and walks to ME.::
XOMcMer says:
::Stepping behind FCO, to have better look at the nav displays as the FCO pilots her in::
EO_Woo says:
::notices CEO walking into ME:: CEO: Good day, sir. ::nods, returns to work::
CEO_Russel says:
EO:  Good day Mr.Woo.
EO_Woo says:
<nods=tips head>
ACSO_Bryn says:
::Everything seems to be in order.  Scans picking up normal traffic and energy output::
FCO_Teasley says:
::keeps the ship align::
CNS_Farrel says:
::Moves to the center of the bridge:: CO,XO: Morning, captain, commander.  ::Sits to the side to the command chairs:: 
Host CO_Ross says:
<SB185> CONN: Artemis: This is SB185 OPS, you are cleared for docking, berth 3, reserved for USS Artemis
XOMcMer says:
FCO: It looks good to me, how does she fell to you, after that maintenance at Risa?
AGM_Erryn (Erryn@host.acalltoduty.net) has joined the conversation.
Jadis is now known as Doc_Jerhaz.
XOMcMer says:
<edit fell = feel>
ACSO_Bryn says:
::looks up at the SO as it sinks in that she was being spoken to::  SO:  Umm... I hope so.
Host CO_Ross says:
CNS: Good morning Counselor, so you will have to tell me about your rescue mission later on ::Smiles::
SO_Katie says:
::nods to the CSO:: CSO: should be an interesting gues, as muvh as vulcans can be interesting that is
XOMcMer says:
::Looking over to CO for confirmation ;; SBCOM SB185: Copy, berth 3.
XOMcMer says:
FCO: Make it so.
Host CO_Ross says:
COMM: SB185: SB185, acknowledged
FCO_Teasley says:
XO: Yes sir
FCO_Teasley says:
::takes her in::
ACSO_Bryn says:
SO:  Well, I remember the last Vulcan I dealt with aboard the Artemis.  Cmd Vrayle was... interesting.  ::smiles at the memory::
Host CO_Ross says:
XO: #1, docking berth #3
CNS_Farrel says:
::Nearly chokes on a gulp of her tea remembering the nerve racking mission:: CO: It was quite the adventure sir...
EO_Woo says:
::talks to CEO while working:: CEO: What's on the agenda today, chief?
Doc_Jerhaz says:
@::on the starbase, waiting for the Artemis to dock::
XOMcMer says:
CO: Aye sir.  FCO is heading her over there already.
SO_Katie says:
::watches the CSO smile::: CSO: very interesting it seems. What happened?
FCO_Teasley says:
XO: We're about to make contact
Host CO_Ross says:
XO: Excellent #1
CEO_Russel says:
EO:  Well, we'll need to change the dilithium crystals...
XOMcMer says:
::Looking over at the Tech in the ops position, getting a nod that they're already doing the docking 'paper work':
CNS_Farrel says:
::Watches the XO, tapping in some notes into her PADD::
AGM_Erryn is now known as CO_Vraylle.
CEO_Russel says:
EO:  There's also some minor repairs to do.
ACSO_Bryn says:
SO:  Long story.  Let's just say that our paths crossed in my first months aboard the Artemis.  I must admit, I do miss his presence aboard.
FCO_Teasley says:
XO: Easing her in
XOMcMer says:
FCO: You doing good Joe.
XOMcMer says:
::Watching nav displays confirming the FCO's statements...::
Doc_Jerhaz says:
@::her bags already sent to the SB's transporter room, and just a small case on her lap. A PADD in her hands as she reviews some last minute details::
CO_Vraylle says:
@::standing stoically next to the doctor:: Doc: As I warned you, some of the crew are...unique.
FCO_Teasley says:
::stops and engages docking clamps::
Host CO_Ross says:
CEO/EO: Mr. Russel, and Mr. Woo, I hope you are ready to take on dueterium and the dilithium we need to be getting underway as soon as our guest is aboard
SO_Katie says:
CSO: I see, one of those stories ::smiles:: CSO: What do we have on that comet we are suposed to investigate?
FCO_Teasley says:
XO: Docking clamps secure
XOMcMer says:
FCO: I confirm that.
XOMcMer says:
CO: Sir, the ship is docked.
Host CO_Ross says:
XO/FCO: Mr. MacMer, and Mr. Teasley!, excellent maneuvering!
EO_Woo says:
::listens to the CO, looks at CEO for his response::
CEO_Russel says:
*CO*:  We are always ready, sir.
Doc_Jerhaz says:
@::raises her eyes from the PADD, as an expert hand turns it off and stores it away:: Vraylle: Each individual is such. Although I understand some are... different.
Host CO_Ross says:
*CEO*: Excellent, let me know when you are ready to get underway
FCO_Teasley says:
CO: Thank you sir
XOMcMer says:
::Stepping over to OPS, ensuring that the tech is going through all the check list steps...::
CO_Vraylle says:
@::nods:: Doc: Some more than others.
XOMcMer says:
CO: Sir, the ramp is extended and we can now embark.
SO_Katie says:
::resumes work on sensor logs::
ACSO_Bryn says:
::Looks at her slightly frustrated::  SO:  Annoyingly little.  It is about the size of Earth's moon.  It is covered with ice and apparently it is composed of some rare metals. I guess we will learn more once the doctor is aboard.
Doc_Jerhaz says:
@::stands up, agreeing but not about to repeat the statement least anyone not Vulcan hear it::
CEO_Russel says:
*CO*: I will, sir.  We'll have to shut down the warp core to replace the crystals as soon as we dock.  Do we have permission to proceed?
Host CO_Ross says:
XO: #1, if you would kindly greet out guest at the airlock, get her settled in, we will be departing as soon as Engineering has things squared away
ACSO_Bryn says:
::Includes others in her conversation by lightly raising her voice::  The comet has just entered the outskirts of the alpha quadrant.  It will take us approx 1.5 weeks to get there.  Give or take a few days and fate.
XOMcMer says:
CO: Aye, aye, sir.  I'd like to have the CSO with me for the first meeting....
Doc_Jerhaz says:
@Vraylle: I look forwards to meeting the members of your former crew.
ACSO_Bryn says:
CO:  Do you wish me to join him?
Host CO_Ross says:
XO: Good idea
Host CO_Ross says:
CSO: Yes, Lt. I think it would be best
XOMcMer says:
::Nodding to the CO, turning to CSO:: CSO: Shall we meet the good doctor?
CO_Vraylle says:
@Doc: Many of the crew I knew are no longer on board.
ACSO_Bryn says:
::shakes her head as their thoughts cross with each other.  Nods to the captain.::   SO:  You have science.
ACSO_Bryn says:
::Follows Jason to the TL::
SO_Katie says:
::nods to the CSO:: CSO: Hoipe the encounter is interesting
SO_Katie says:
CSO:And I want to hear all about it
EO_Woo says:
CEO: Okay, sir, what do you want me to?
XOMcMer says:
::Stepping to TL, at door stepping to side, letting Bryn enter first, then right behind her...::
ACSO_Bryn says:
::eyes wide at the Katie::  SO:  I hope not.  Isn't that some ancient curse?  ::grins and steps in the TL::
CNS_Farrel says:
::Moves over to the now vacant command chair beside the captain, and turns to him with a mishevious grin:: CO: So captain...did you get a chance to spend some time on Risa?
XOMcMer says:
::In a stage whisper;; CSO: Yes, from earth's China....
Host CO_Ross says:
CNS: ::smiles:: No, I did not leave the ship....Counselor, if you would join me in my Ready room, I would like to hear you impromtu mission with the Tholians
Doc_Jerhaz says:
@::nods:: Vraylle: I see. It is one of the facts of life.
CO_Vraylle says:
@::leans over slightly to look at the Artemis through the transparent aluminum, noting that it seems a bit more "beat up" than he had remembered::
CEO_Russel says:
EO:  Well, supervise the deutirium resupply while I replace the crystals.
ACSO_Bryn says:
::glances up at him::  XO:  I think that curse comes from many cultures.  ::smiles::
ACSO_Bryn says:
::Takes a deep breath::
CNS_Farrel says:
::Nods::
CNS_Farrel says:
CO: Aye sir.
EO_Woo says:
Computer: Prepare for deuterium transfer from the starbase.
EO_Woo says:
::turns to monitor::
Doc_Jerhaz says:
@::watches the younger Vulcan gaze towards his ship. There's something Jerhaz thinks she can see in his eyes, but politely turns her attention to the ship as well::
XOMcMer says:
TL: Deck 6.   ::Giving a long look over at Bryn::
ACSO_Bryn says:
::Looks back:: XO:  What?
Host CO_Ross says:
*CEO*: Yes, the core will have to be shut down. permission to proceed, we can leave on impulse if need be until the warpdrive is available
Amish-Ninja (tropicDan@user.acalltoduty.com-29814.Dialup.CandW.ky) has joined the conversation.
XOMcMer says:
::TL doors close:: CSO: We're meeting them at the air lock, on Deck 6.
EO_Woo says:
OPS: Please contact the starbase to commence deuterium transfer.
EO_Woo says:
<*OPS*>
CEO_Russel says:
*CO*:  Aye, sir.
ACSO_Bryn says:
XO:  Yea... but what is that look for?
FCO_Teasley says:
::says to himself::Picking up a pointy-eared blowhard
XOMcMer says:
CSO: I've got a bit of jitters about the mission.
Host CO_Ross says:
FCO: MR. Teasley, you have the Bridge
ACSO_Bryn says:
XO:  Why?  It seems pretty straight forward.
XOMcMer says:
CSO: Here is a big Science mission, and I'm not CSO any more,and you know I have a habit of jumping in....
Host CO_Ross says:
::Stands and heads for his RR::
XOMcMer says:
CSO: I;m afraid I might be stepping all over your toes....
CNS_Farrel says:
::Follows the captain to the RR::
ACSO_Bryn says:
::shakes her head::  XO:  Hey... I am not that bad.  As for stepping on my toes ::steps up and gives him a quick kiss before the doors open::
CO_Vraylle says:
@::wonders what is taking them so long::
Host CO_Ross says:
::Enters his Ready Room, turns to see the Counselor:: CNS: Counselor, care for anything? ::points to the replicator::
ACSO_Bryn says:
::Steps onto deck six with a smile::
EO_Woo says:
::watches monitor as deuterium is transferred slowly to the Artemis ::
XOMcMer says:
::Wanting to return the kiss, but not infront of the Tech standing waiting for the TL, so with regret stepping out of TL and heading down the hall::
SO_Katie says:
FCO: Got the big chair all to yourself? ::smiles::
EO_Woo says:
CEO: Deuterium transferring, sir... it'll take a while.
Doc_Jerhaz says:
@::waits patiently, standing gracefully straight, wondering what could cause this delay::
XOMcMer says:
::The tech watches the two officers walk down the hall, wondering what he just missed...::
CNS_Farrel says:
CO: No thank you sir, just finished my morning tea. ::Half nods and stands, looking at the various objects decorating the captain's ready room with interest::
CEO_Russel says:
EO:  Understood.
FCO_Teasley says:
SO: Yes I do and lovin' every minute of it
ACSO_Bryn says:
XO:  Where have we placed our guest?
SO_Katie says:
FCO: So I see that. When are we planing another hunt?
Host CO_Ross says:
CNS: Take a chair ::points to the chair, then orders a machiatto, and sits down by the chair in front of his desk, as such an informal conversation would begin::
CEO_Russel says:
<Ens_Doe>::Enters ME carrying a case holding new dilithium crystals.::
XOMcMer says:
CSO: In officer country, we have a couple of open rooms.....
FCO_Teasley says:
SO: I got to thinking about that
CO_Vraylle (Erryn@host.acalltoduty.net) has left the conversation.
CEO_Russel says:
::Begins warp core shut down.::
CNS_Farrel says:
::Takes a seat across from the captain, relaxing a little more::
Doc_Jerhaz says:
@Vraylle: Will we be able to board, Captain?
XOMcMer says:
::Stepping up to the main airlock::
CO_Vraylle (Erryn@host.acalltoduty.net) has joined the conversation.
ACSO_Bryn says:
::nods as they turn toward the docking bay::
Host CO_Ross says:
CNS: So tell me, I've read your report, but I'm sure this sounds like a wild adventure!
SO_Katie says:
::smiles to the FCO and goes turns back to her console, still has some sensors to calibrate for the comet::
CEO_Russel says:
::The warp core shuts down.::
Doc_Jerhaz says:
@::approaches the airlock with Vraylle::
CNS_Farrel says:
CO: It was sure, but it sure was a close call!  If we had arrived even a second later the tholians wouldn't have made it...we're sitting on the edge of our seats the whole trip...
XOMcMer says:
::Routinely confirming status of the docking before stepping into the airlock, then sighting the guests...:: Vraylle:  Vraylle!!!!!!!
CEO_Russel says:
<Ens_Doe>::Hands the case to the CEO.::
ACSO_Bryn says:
::Goes through her mind the various Vulcan customs.  Looks up at Jason's shout::
Host CO_Vraylle (Erryn@host.acalltoduty.net) has left the conversation.
Doc_Jerhaz says:
@::steps aside, just in case the human decides to hug Vraylle and her too::
CEO_Russel says:
::Nods to the ensign and walks to the warp core.::
FCO_Teasley says:
SO: You'd make a good Tauren
ACSO_Bryn says:
::Tempted to run up to Vraylle and give him a hug.  Instead comes close and with a grin, lifts her hand::  Vraylle:  Live long and prosper.
Host CO_Ross says:
CNS: ....and how did the rest of your crew respond?
SO_Katie says:
::turns back::FCO:Tauren?
EO_Woo says:
::glances at CEO changing dilithium crystals; continues to monitor transfer::
CEO_Russel says:
::Opens the dilithium chamber hatch.::
Doc_Jerhaz says:
@::nods politely at the two officers:: XO: I am doctor Jerhaz, requesting permission to come aboard. Commander... ::remembers from files:: MacMer, isn't it?
Host AGM_Sergio says:
<Vraylle> ACSO : Peace and long life..
XOMcMer says:
::Realizing how over whelming even that much greeting would be to a Vulcan, recovers with:: Vraylle, Doc Jerhanz; Sir, Its wonderful to see you again.  Sir, Doctor, if you would board, I am the XO, and with me is the ship's CSO Ens. Bryn.
FCO_Teasley says:
SO: It's a program of mine, I was thinking you'd make a good Tauren Lord
CO_Vraylle (Erryn@host.acalltoduty.net) has joined the conversation.
XOMcMer says:
ALL: Make that Lt JG Bryn.
Doc_Jerhaz says:
XO, CSO: I am honored to make your acquaintance.
ACSO_Bryn says:
Vraylle:  Long time no see.  ::Realizing she had missed the doctor, she repeats her greeting::  Dr.  Live long and prosper.  Welcome aboard.
XOMcMer says:
::Where is my head today? Seeing Vraylle was sure a surprise::
SO_Katie says:
FCO: Oh, perhaps I should try that program some time
CEO_Russel says:
::Opens the case.::
XOMcMer says:
Doc: I am hornored as well.
EO_Woo says:
::observes display:: CEO: Deuterium transfer completed, sir.
CNS_Farrel says:
CO: They handled the situation well sir, they all had excellent ideas about what we could do and performed well...infact i was probably the most nervous being my first mission in space 
CEO_Russel says:
EO:  Understood.
Host CO_Vraylle says:
@::nods to the XO and CSO:: XO/CSO: It is agreeable to see you again.
XOMcMer says:
Doc; I would like to extend to you the fullest courtesy and cooperation.
XOMcMer says:
::Giving Vraylle a big smile, but trying not to be too exhuberant...::
CEO_Russel says:
::Takes out the old crystals from the dilithium chamber.::
FCO_Teasley says:
SO: When our shift ends I'll show you
Doc_Jerhaz says:
XO: It is appreciated, Commander. I would like to meet the Captain. It is of importance to reach the comet as soon as possible.
ACSO_Bryn says:
::chuckles::  Vraylle:  Agreeable is good. ::smiles::  Will you be staying with us long... ::notices the extra pip and raises her eyebrow::  Captain...
XOMcMer says:
Vraylle: Sir, are you also coming on this mission?
CO_Vraylle says:
::still standing still and tall:: CSO: Only briefly.
CEO_Russel says:
::Puts the old crystals away and takes new ones from the case.::
Host CO_Ross says:
::smiles;: and in command by default as the ranking officer!, I've been in that situation a time or two, I am very much interested in how you responded to the situation, for all intents and purposes, you were just the driver of the shuttle, until the distress call came in
ACSO_Bryn says:
Vraylle:  How long?
Host OpBot (OpBot@OpBot.acalltoduty.net) has left the conversation.
CO_Vraylle says:
XO: No. I wished to introduce the doctor to the Artemis. I have the remains of a test craft to pick up in the vicinity.
CO_Vraylle says:
CSO: I must leave within the hour.
ACSO_Bryn says:
Doc:  Would you like care to go to your room first?
XOMcMer says:
Vraylle: You're not still experimenting with that drive?
CEO_Russel says:
EO:  See if anything needs to be repaired.  I heard something about replicators on deck 3.
CNS_Farrel says:
CO: Yes...well even though the computer calcualted we couldn't get there intime to save them, i wasn't ready to just give up...so i transfered helm to mr. Teasly we would need some fancy flying, and started working with the others on ways to make up some time...
CO_Vraylle (Erryn@host.acalltoduty.net) has left the conversation.
Host CO_Ross says:
::nods::
ACSO_Bryn says:
Vraylle:  I think you will be happy with the upgrades we have made.  Not too much, but enough.  How have you been?
CEO_Russel says:
::Installs the new crystals.::
Doc_Jerhaz says:
CSO: Not at this time. I am positive that you have taken all imaginable trouble in making it comfortable for me. But I would prefer to see the Captain and see if we can get underway. Would you please lead the way?
XOMcMer says:
ALL: Well, since time is short, lets proceed to the bridge, this way please.. ::Motioning dowon the hall way::
EO_Woo says:
CEO: Replicators on deck three? Okay...  :: leaves ME::
ACSO_Bryn says:
Doc:  Of course.  He is on the bridge.  If you will come with us...  ::Looks at Jason::
CEO_Russel says:
::Closes the dilithium chamber hatch.::
EO_Woo says:
::takes a step back:: CEO: Almost forgot something... ::looks at wall monitor:: CEO: Where is this replicator problem exactly?
ACSO_Bryn says:
::hides a grin from Jason::
Host AGM_Sergio says:
<Vraylle> ACSO :  am well
Host AGM_Sergio says:
<I>
CEO_Russel says:
EO:  Some crew quarters.
Doc_Jerhaz says:
::follows the Trill::
XOMcMer says:
::Catches himself trying to start talking Science protocals with the Doctor, its just not Jason's job any more.....::
ACSO_Bryn says:
::walks beside the doctor::  Doc:  I have recieved very little information on the comet.  What makes it so important that we get there soon?
EO_Woo says:
::looks at repair agenda:: CEO: Ah, I've got it, sir. ::leaves ME, heads for turbolift::
CNS_Farrel says:
CO: We ended up even using lifesupport power for the engines, and somehow we beamed the tholians over moments before the explosion.
CEO_Russel says:
*CO*:  The new crystals are installed.  We can leave the starbase.  I'm restarting the warp core.
ACSO_Bryn says:
Vraylle:
ACSO_Bryn says:
Vraylle:  A shame you could not join us.
FCO_Teasley says:
::sits in the big chair::
CO_Vraylle (Erryn@host.acalltoduty.net) has joined the conversation.
Doc_Jerhaz says:
CSO: The possibility of finding out something entirely new, of course. ::enters the Turbolift::
ACSO_Bryn says:
*CO*:  We are bringing our guest to the bridge, plus a surprise.
FCO_Teasley says:
SO: What do you think of our mission?
Host CO_Ross says:
::looking surprised:: *CEO*: Ah...very well Mr. Russel, excellent work, have you run simulations on the crystals to see if they are within core specifications?
XOMcMer says:
::Instead trys to engage now Captain Vrayll in conversation about the ship tests..::
CEO_Russel says:
*CO*:  Oh, I forgot.  Thanks for reminding me, sir.
OpBot2 (opbot2@opbot2.acalltoduty.com) has joined the conversation.
CEO_Russel says:
::Walks to a panel and begins simulations.::
Host CO_Vraylle says:
::politely makes it clear that the ship tests are highly classified::
SO_Katie says:
FCO: It sould be very exciting, from a So prespective anyway. Could be for you too, we will have to get pretty close to that comet. Are you ready for that?
EO_Woo says:
::exits onto deck 3; heads for crew quarters; rings chime::
XOMcMer says:
Vrallye:: So how did you get your Captain's pip?
Host ACSO_Bryn says:
Doc:  I was told there is a rare metal on the comet, but not what.  Do you know?
FCO_Teasley says:
SO: Yeah, we're getting back to what Starfleet is suppose to be doing
CO_Vraylle says:
XO: I am the commander of the Alpha Centauri Propulsion Research Station.
EO_Woo says:
<crewman> ::opens door:: EO: Ah, yes, sir, I'm having problems with my replicator... could you take a look?
Host CO_Ross says:
CNS: So how many seconds were left, before the Tholian vessel imploded?
XOMcMer says:
Vraylle; Well, congratualtions!!!!
CO_Vraylle says:
::nods to the XO:: XO: And congratulations on your promotion as well.
Doc_Jerhaz says:
CSO: The scans I could run are inconclusive, but show distinctiveness. When we are in better range, we will be able to find out how rare the metal is. At this time, I can say it is highly unusual for a comet.
SO_Katie says:
FCO: You are very right on that. we seem to have forgoten we are explorers
SO_Katie says:
FCO: before anything else
XOMcMer says:
Vraylle:  I guess, since the ship tests are classified, so is everything else you do... sigh... And thank you, I've only been XO for one mision or so...
CNS_Farrel says:
CO: One second if not less sir...infact they were just about to beam themselves into space to survive the extra few seconds that we needed to get there, but fourtunetly it didn't come to that.
FCO_Teasley says:
SO: Yep
Doc_Jerhaz says:
::exits the turbolift and steps onto the bridge::
ACSO_Bryn says:
Doc:  Ahhh... The composition of the comet is unusual, not necessarily the metal... ::a quiery is in her voice::
JamesG (JamesG@63.162.241.user.acalltoduty.com-52506) has joined the conversation.
EO_Woo says:
Crewman: Sure... ::looks around for replicator; Crewman gestures to common room::
Doc_Jerhaz says:
::looks at the Trill sideways:: CSO: I would say both are, to be accurate.
Host CO_Ross says:
CNS: Excellent!, dont be surprised if you do not get a commendation or some sort of recognition
SO_Katie says:
FCO: Have you had any practise in flying close to comets?
CO_Vraylle says:
::nods back again::
Host CO_Ross says:
*ACSO* Understood, bring our guest and surprise to my RR
FCO_Teasley says:
SO: At the academy, I flew threw the Asteroid belt
EO_Woo says:
::unhatches replicator, takes out tricorder::
Doc_Jerhaz says:
::waits to be led to the Ready Room::
ACSO_Bryn says:
Doc:  If you will come this way ::leads her to the RR and chimes the door::
Host CO_Ross says:
::looks up at the door: *Enter*
EO_Woo says:
<crewman> ::looks from behind:: EO: Such a tedious piece of equipment, these replicators... *sigh*
XOMcMer says:
::enters bridge with rest of group, and follows to RR::
CO_Vraylle says:
::follows along, giving the various stations a quick glance::
ACSO_Bryn says:
::Looks at Vraylle and then ushers her guest into the captains RR::
CNS_Farrel says:
CO: Thank you sir, but the others contributed as much as i did...they are a good crew sir.
XOMcMer says:
Vraylle; Yes, we have a lot of new people, but they're good people...
CO_Vraylle says:
::steps into the RR::
ACSO_Bryn says:
::Follows in behind them with a smile on her face::
Doc_Jerhaz says:
::enters the Captain's RR with a sedated pace::
Host CO_Ross says:
CNS: ::smiles:: they will not be left out, I'm sure.
XOMcMer says:
::enters RR behing Vraylle::
ACSO_Bryn says:
CO:  Captain, may I introduce Dr Jerhaz and Captain Vraylle.
SO_Katie says:
FCO: Not quite the same. Were you good at it?
Host CO_Ross says:
CNS: excuse me Counselor ::turns and stands::
CNS_Farrel says:
::Stands as the new comers enter the RR::
CO_Vraylle says:
CO: Permission to come aboard.
FCO_Teasley is away: Away
EO_Woo says:
Crewman: I think I see the problem, crewman. The power transfer lines have degraded. It's a relatively simple repair, and I can get it done in a few minutes... ::rummages in tool kit::
Host CO_Ross says:
Dr. Jerhaz: ::Gives the vulcan greeting:: Doctor Jerhaz, welcome aboard, we come to serve
CO_Vraylle (Erryn@host.acalltoduty.net) has left the conversation.
Host CO_Ross says:
CO_V: Captain Vraylle!! is it?
Doc_Jerhaz says:
::returns the greeting:: CO: It is an honor to be welcomed on your ship, Captain.
Host AGM_Sergio says:
<Vraylle> Ross : Yes
FCO_Teasley has returned.
FCO_Teasley says:
SO: Yeah I was
CO_Vraylle (~Erryn@user.acalltoduty.com-23745.52.133.103.dlls.grid.n) has joined the conversation.
Host CO_Ross says:
CO_V: When did this happen? ::points to the 4th pip::
EO_Woo says:
<crewman> EO: That's good. Well, my grandmother warned me, bless her soul, that this could happen with replicators as opposed to real food... faulty parts, and you starve...
CO_Vraylle says:
CO: The day I left the Artemis.
Lee (CNS_Ltjg_S@206.215.212.user.acalltoduty.com-64725) has joined the conversation.
Lee (CNS_Ltjg_S@206.215.212.user.acalltoduty.com-64725) has left the conversation.
Host CO_Ross says:
CO_V: That seems so long ago! welcome aboard my friend!! ::winks:: The Regnum is right where we left it!
Doc_Jerhaz says:
::politely stays silent at the exchange of pleasantries::
CO_Vraylle says:
::almost winces, but refrains:: CO: Thank you, captain.
EO_Woo says:
::frowns at the crewman:: Crewman: Well, you're not going to starve, it should be fixed. Computer, cranberry juice. ::replicates cranberry juice; takes a sip:: Crewman: See? If that's all, I'll be heading back to Main Engineering.
FCO_Teasley says:
SO: Are our supplies on the rise?
Host CO_Ross says:
Dr. J: Sorry Doctor!, you have been introduced to my staff, who you will be working with. We are taking on fuel and dilithium, so as soon as my Engineering staff are situated we will be getting underway
EO_Woo says:
Crewman: Good day, crewman. ::finishes beverage, exits quarters, heads for turbolift::
Host CO_Ross says:
DrJ: Lt. Kayan, if you would supervise the Doctors equipment aboard, and have her quarters assigned
Doc_Jerhaz says:
CO: That is certainly appreciated. The scientific community is very interested to find more information about this comet.
EO_Woo says:
::exits turbolift, re-enters ME:: CEO: Well, another repair off the list.
Host CO_Ross says:
edit Dr.J => CSO
CEO_Russel says:
EO:  There's still a few to go.
ACSO_Bryn says:
CO:  Her quarters have been assigned and her equipment is being stowed now.
FCO_Teasley says:
SO: How's our dilithium and deuterium supply
XOMcMer says:
CO: Sir, OPS has already assigned the Doctor to quarters that are open on Deck 3.
Host CO_Ross says:
CSO: Excellent, Mr. Kayan!
EO_Woo says:
CEO: Do you require further assistance with the deuterium transfer?
Host CO_Ross says:
Dr. J: Doctor, do you have the coordinates for the comet, for interception?
Host AGM_Sergio says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Artemi 10011.10>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Host AGM_Sergio says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Artemis 10011.10>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Host AGM_Sergio says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Artemis 10011.10>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
ACSO_Bryn (Karri@host.acalltoduty.com) has left the conversation.
Host AGM_Sergio (SergioA@host.acalltoduty.com) has left the conversation.
CO_Vraylle (~Erryn@user.acalltoduty.com-23745.52.133.103.dlls.grid.n) has left the conversation.
SO_Katie (mad_scient@213.228.144.user.acalltoduty.com-63916) has left the conversation.
Nickels (DVCGoofy@user.acalltoduty.com-50113.rasserver.net) has joined the conversation.
Lee (Lee@206.215.212.user.acalltoduty.com-64725) has joined the conversation.
Lee (Lee@206.215.212.user.acalltoduty.com-64725) has left the conversation.
Doc_Jerhaz is now known as Jadis.
Jadis (idic@user.acalltoduty.com-55137.cordoba.sinectis.com.ar) has left the conversation.
CO_Ross is now known as JohnG.
XOMcMer (ivymarx@user.acalltoduty.com-12361.sat.texas.net) has left the conversation.
Host JohnG (JohnG@host.acalltoduty.com) has left the conversation.

